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Repository Tab will not showing if no repository is set as "Main repository"
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Description

I suggest that:
- if there are any repositories in project, the "Repository Tab" button should show on main menu.
- if no repository is set with "Main repository" and there is only one repository, the page should show the only repository by default.
- if no repository is set with "Main repository" and there is multiple repositories, a blank page with Repositories sidebar should show.

Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Defect # 14506: Multiple repositories not visible if mai... New

History

#1 - 2020-09-11 05:27 - Go MAEDA
- Category changed from UI to SCM
- Status changed from New to Confirmed

#2 - 2020-09-11 05:28 - Go MAEDA
- Related to Defect #14506: Multiple repositories not visible if main repository is empty added

#3 - 2020-11-06 08:28 - Yuichi HARADA
- File fixed-33953.patch added

This issue and #14506 need to be resolved together. I created the following patch.

diff --git a/app/controllers/repositories_controller.rb b/app/controllers/repositories_controller.rb
index b0108d531..4ceeaf014 100644
--- a/app/controllers/repositories_controller.rb
+++ b/app/controllers/repositories_controller.rb
@@ -321,7 +321,7 @@
@@ -321,7 +321,7 @@
     @repository = @project.reposoitories.first
 end

2022-03-27
menu.push :repository,
  {:controller => 'repositories', :action => 'show',
   :repository_id => nil, :path => nil, :rev => nil},
-  :if => Proc.new {p| p.repository && !p.repository.new_record?}
+  :if => Proc.new {p| p.repositories.any?{|r| !r.new_record?}}
  menu.push :settings, {:controller => 'projects', :action => 'settings'},
  :last => true
end

#4 - 2020-11-26 02:15 - Go MAEDA
- Target version set to Candidate for next major release

Files
fixed-33953.patch  4.09 KB  2020-11-06  Yuichi HARADA
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